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Luke 24:44-49 

Intro 

 Have any of you finished a show, or a movie, or a book and immediately were hoping 

and, as the case may be, looking forward to jumping into the sequel? 

 I know that happens all the time in our home with Austin where he will watch a movie 

and as soon as it’s done, he’s asking for the next one.   

 Or more accurately said, Austin will watch the sequel first, and then want to watch the 

one that came before it next.   

I do not understand why he thinks that way…but he does. 

 Well, there are actually a few scriptural occasions when we do have a sequel, or at the 

very least, a part 2.  What we’re going to hear this morning is the end of a Part I (Luke) and the 

beginning of Part II (Acts). 

 Now I totally get that most preachers are going to focus on the Jesus ascending into 

heaven part of the story.   

But as I read these verses something else (that shows up in part 2) stood out to me in a 

glaring way.  A resurrected Jesus is standing before his disciples, he’s standing before his 

friends, showing beyond a shadow of a doubt that he was alive.  Jesus is showing that something 

new is being created and he then tells his disciples, he tells his friends, that they are going to 

become an important part of the proclamation of that new thing to the entirety of the world.  

While most has yet to be revealed, it feels like the new direction is blatantly obvious.  Keep that 

in mind as you hear these words.  The scripture reads this way.   

Luke 24:44-49  

 44 Then he said to them, ‘These are my words that I spoke to you while I was still with 

you—that everything written about me in the law of Moses, the prophets, and the psalms must be 
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fulfilled.’ 
45

Then he opened their minds to understand the scriptures, 
46

and he said to them, ‘Thus 

it is written, that the Messiah is to suffer and to rise from the dead on the third day, 
47

and that 

repentance and forgiveness of sins is to be proclaimed in his name to all nations, beginning from 

Jerusalem. 
48

You are witnesses of these things. 
49

And see, I am sending upon you what my 

Father promised; so stay here in the city until you have been clothed with power from on high.’   

Acts 1:1-11 

Intro 

 Luke Pt. II (aka: Acts) picks right up where Part I left off and lets us know that Jesus was 

actually with the disciples for a total of 40 days prior to the events of the ascension taking place.   

Jesus spent time with his friends for an addition 40 days. 

At the end of that time, and just prior to his ascension, one final question is asked by the 

disciples.  That last question caused the following reaction in me: ‘wait…what?!’  The scripture 

reads this way.    

Acts 1:1-11  

 1In the first book, Theophilus, I wrote about all that Jesus did and taught from the 

beginning 
2
until the day when he was taken up to heaven, after giving instructions through the 

Holy Spirit to the apostles whom he had chosen. 
3
After his suffering he presented himself alive 

to them by many convincing proofs, appearing to them over the course of forty days and 

speaking about the kingdom of God. 
4
While staying with them, he ordered them not to leave 

Jerusalem, but to wait there for the promise of the Father. ‘This’, he said, ‘is what you have 

heard from me; 
5
for John baptized with water, but you will be baptized with the Holy Spirit not 

many days from now.’  

6 So when they had come together, they asked him, ‘Lord, is this the time when you will 

restore the kingdom to Israel?’ 
7
He replied, ‘It is not for you to know the times or periods that the 
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Father has set by his own authority. 
8
But you will receive power when the Holy Spirit has come 

upon you; and you will be my witnesses in Jerusalem, in all Judea and Samaria, and to the ends 

of the earth.’ 
9
When he had said this, as they were watching, he was lifted up, and a cloud took 

him out of their sight.  

10
While he was going and they were gazing up towards heaven, suddenly two men in 

white robes stood by them. 
11

They said, ‘Men of Galilee, why do you stand looking up towards 

heaven?  This Jesus, who has been taken up from you into heaven, will come in the same way as 

you saw him go into heaven.’  

‘Kingdom Building’ 

 So, there are a couple of, ‘say that again?’ moments that take place in the latter passage. 

 Let’s do part 2 first: who are the angels kidding when they ask the question they do?  

‘Why are you looking up towards heaven’?   

The disciples response seems to be utterly obvious to us: ‘Because the person who I 

know as Master, the person who was killed and then was raised from the dead, the person who 

has been with us for the last forty days was just lifted up, via cloud transport, to a place that is 

eternal.  That’s why I’m looking up!  We don’t see that every day…and we’ve seen some stuff 

over the last three years!’ 

Like I said, that’s a doozy of a question. 

But the first question, the one that is asked by ‘the apostles’ (aka:  more than one), is the 

query that had my head spinning.  ‘Lord, is this the time when you will restore the kingdom to 

Israel?’ 
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I get that the events of what we know as Holy Week feel like a world away at this point 

(quarantine will do that to you!),  but the disciples experiential prism feels like it should be a bit 

more nuanced. 

They watched as their friend, Judas, betrayed Jesus because he was, at least in part, trying 

to force Jesus hand to bring about a new divinely led kingdom on earth. 

They watched from afar as, prior to the crucifixion, Jesus spoke about his kingdom not 

being of this world. 

They listened as Jesus told them, ‘that repentance and forgiveness of sins is to be 

proclaimed in his name to all nations, beginning from Jerusalem.’ 

And then there was the time between Jesus resurrection and ascension when they clearly 

spent time with one another, listening all the more closely to the truth that Jesus proclaimed.  

Luke even has the line, ‘Jesus opened their minds to understand the scriptures.’ 

And what is the question that they ask?!  ‘Lord, is this the time when you will restore the 

kingdom to Israel?’ 

Now, clearly, this response is driving me to distraction…just a little bit! 

But in the next breath, I am so thankful that this is the scriptural narrative that we have 

been provided.   

These people who are namelessly implicated in the question that is asked, are the same 

people who begin in Jerusalem and then move out to the rest of the world they know sharing the 

light and love of the message of forgiveness through Jesus. 

It’s the same people! 
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 I look at that reality, thinking about all of the mistakes that I have made (and continue to 

make), all the ways that I just don’t get how God is at work, all the ways that I feel that I don’t 

measure up, and I am assured that God can and will work through me too!  

 Look, being built into the cornerstone of Jesus, being transformed into those living stones 

that we have been talking about the last two weeks, does not mean that you have all the answers, 

or that we are free from giving answers to life that turn out to be flat out wrong. 

 We don’t and we will. 

 And God is still able to breathe in and through you to provide the light and love that 

continues to be needed so desperately in our world today.  

 It was that way from the beginning of God’s journey with humanity (Abram and Sarai, 

anyone?  How about the Israelites and David?), through to the apostles, to us here this morning: 

imperfect people being led by a perfect God to love and serve in remarkable ways, sometimes 

even through the sin-filled mistakes that can make us  feel like we aren’t enough. 

You are enough.  In Jesus, you always will be enough.   

If you want an illustrative example of why I am so confident in that assertion, then you 

need look no further than the disciples who, even after spending 40 days with the risen Jesus 

asked, ‘is this the time when you will restore the kingdom to Israel?’   

They were so off…and God led them love, care, and share in ways that ultimately 

allowed us to be gathered here this morning, worshipping together at a distance in I don’t know 

how many places all across this state, country, and even the world. 

You don’t have to have all the answers. 

But we do need to trust in our foundation. 

And there’s the ‘why’ again.   
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Ultimately for the disciples, they realized that why they placed their faith in Jesus was not 

because any sort of a worldly kingdom was going to be established. 

Did you catch the huge qualifier?  Ultimately? 

That means that there were fits and starts; there were worldly successes and monumental 

failures; and through it all, they kept turning back to the God who had promised to love them, 

even when they didn’t know what to do next.   

In Jesus, they were enough. 

I went over to Lowes for a curbside pickup this past Thursday at 2 PM.  It was a time that 

I thought was going to be not all that busy because of the day and the time of day.  It felt like a 

Saturday.  The parking lot felt full and there were people moving all over the place. 

The reason I bring this up is because I know that we have this aching desire, an almost 

innate lust, to try and return to ‘normal’. 

But just because it was ‘normal’ does not mean that all of it was of God.  Let’s be strait 

honest with ourselves, there were a whole lot of our ‘whys’ that were solely focused on our own 

personal wants.  We are, like the disciples before, wondering when our kingdom is going to be 

restored. 

Our ‘why’ was misplaced. 

Stop looking for your kingdom and be ever more fully built into the cornerstone that is 

Jesus Christ.  That may mean that your life starts to feel radically different in terms of what’s 

important for your family, for your money, for your time.  I get that different may feel awkward 

but that doesn’t make it wrong. 

Find your affirmations by living faithfully, not by getting the most likes you’ve ever had 

on whatever picture you just posted, or being able to feel like life is back to ‘normal’. 
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In God, you are enough and that is the case even when we screw up.  Turn again to God 

and trust that God’s loving, caring, and sharing not only can flow through you, but that it will 

flow through you. 

Find the why of your new normal in a God who’s love for you never ends. 

After Sermon Prayer 

 Holy and gracious God, as we gather in on this holiday weekend here in the States, we 

ask that You lead us to trust every more surely this gift of faith that You have blessed us with so 

that we might allow our new normal to be ever more surely built into Your son as the 

cornerstone.  We don’t have to be perfect…but rather faithful thereby being assured that we are 

enough day after day, sequel after sequel.  Lord, let it be so.  Amen. 


